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Abstract. Prompt -pray cascades in neutron-rich nuclei 
around doubly-magic '32Sn have been studied using a 
248Cm fission source. Yrast states located in the N = 82 
isotones 134Te and 1351 are interpreted as valence proton 
and neutron particlehole core excitations with the help 
of shell model calculations employing empirical nucleon- 
nucleon interactions from both 132Sn and 208Pb regions. 

PACS numbers: 2 1.60.Cs, 23.20.Lv, 25.85.Ca, 27.60.fj 

What we know about the 13'Sn nucleus and its neigh- 
bors comes mainly from p-  decay studies of short-lived 
radionuclides produced in fission of actinides; come 
quently our knowledge about simple excitation modes, 
single particle energies, effective nucleon-nucleon interac- 
tions and other basic properties in this region is far fiom 
complete. The large multidetector y-ray arrays, which 
can separate the prompt 7-ray cascades within a sin- 
gle W o n  product nucleus (of moderate yield) from the 
bulk of prompt 7-rays, have now opened new prospects 
for detailed studies of yrast excitations in '=Sn and the 
Sew valence particle nuclei around it. The spectroscopy 
of ISZSn and its neighbors should in many ways resemble 
that of the well studied nuclei around 2 = 82, N = 126 
mPb, and comparisons of experimental data from these 
and other magic regions would help the development of 
a ' ' u n i d *  theoretical description of shell d e l  prop 
erties. 

The - reported here were performed 
at Eurogam II using a 2BCm source which delivered 
-6.3~10' sssionS/aec. Eurogam II at the time consisted 
of52 escapc+suppressed spectrometers incorPorating 124 
Ge detector elements, here augmented by four LEPS 
spectrometers; in total, 2x100 threefold or higher-fold co- 
inci&ence events were recorded. The excellent quality and 
high selectivity of the triple coincidence ?-ray data made 
it possible to identify even weak transitions in the nuclei 
of interest extending over the 2 = 50 - 54, N = 80 - 84 
range. Cross coincidences observed between ?-rays from 
partner light and heavy fission products were often of 
key hportance in establishing isotopic assignments €or 
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previously unknown cascades; in other cases, some over- 
lap with the y-rays known from &decay provided vital 
first clues. The findings for only two of these nuclei - the 
two- and three-proton N = 82 isotones ls4Te and 1351 - 
are presented here, but results for other fission products 
around 132Sn will also be forthcomhg. 

In the twu-proton nucleus laTe, many members of 
the 7rg712~, zg7/2d5/2 and zg7/2hI1/2 multiplets are hown 
from '%b p' decay studies, especially the recent work 
of Omtvedt et al. (11. The present fission product mea- 
surements identified two dominant high-energy y-rays 
feeding the 1691 keV ng7/z2 6+ state in lMTe, one the 
2322 keV 9-+6+ E3 transition known from &decay [l], 
the other a 2866 keV y-ray from a IWTe level at 4557 
keV. Gating on this 2866 keV ?-ray revealed many new 
134Te ?-rays, and the full 7~ results established the 
level sequence above 4557 keV shown to the left in the 
laTe scheme (Fig. 1). Since the only possible two-proton 
state with I>9 is ( ~ h 1 ~ / 2 ~ )  IO+, expected in '"Te above 
7 MeV, the obvious conclusion is that these new states 
must involve excitation of the =Sn core. We interpret 

from shell model cal-ions described below. 
Nothing was known up to now about high-@ states 

in the N = 82 nucleus lSaX, but a -Te @'-decay 
study 2 has located an 11/2+ l e d  at 1134 k V  above the 41 I ~g7/2 ground state. In the present work, gates 
on 1134 keV y-rays identified other strong prays in '%I, 
and the full results established thelSallevelscheme! 
presented in Fig. 1. Since no information about tram& 
tion multipolarities w88 derived from the data, the sph- 
parity SSeigMnents and the * ion of the lSI lev- 

4 MeV as rg7,23,=2 and xg7/22h11/2 
stata are largely- on shell model dcuhtions for 
which the nucleon-nucleon interactions were taken di- 
rectly from the '*Te level spectnrm. It is no Surprise 
that the yrast excitations of ISI are found to resemble 
dasely those of the other t b p r o t o n  nucleus 211At. 

The sequence of levels above 4241 keV in 1351 must 
involve core excitations, and we n&uraUy interpret them 
as ifgt/23vf7/2h11/2" states directly reiated to the core- 
excited states in '%Te. Particle-hole states of ~f7/2h11/2-' 

them 88 ~g7/2~~47/2hil/2-' 8t&es, with strong  upp port 
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Fig. 1. The yrast level spectra established for lMTe and 
intensities, except for transitions below the 164 ns isomer in 

Widths of the transition arrows are proportional to the observed y-ray 
Configuration Bssignments in both nuclei are as0 shown. 

character with 1-=2+ to 8+ are known[3] in 132Sn, and 
their energies provided some of the twc&ody interactions 
needed for calcuiating ~g7/2~uf7/2hll/2" states. In ad- 
dition ~g7/2uh1~,2-' and xg7/2uf7/2 interactions were 
ais0 needed, and these had to be estimated fiom come- 
spending multiplets in zo8Bi and 210Bi, with Scaiing as 
A-'i3 to take Bccoullt of nuclear size variation[4]. CaE 

using the OXBASH shell model code, aad the d t s  

ment for both and thus providing persussive 
support for the proposed interpretations. 

CUWOIIS of energies ~ e f e  performed 

were found to be in excellent agreement with experi- 

region under conditions that are comparable with but 
not identical to those in the d-studied 208Pb region. 
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In summary, neutron-rich fission product nuclei -d 1. J. P. M t  et a, p b  ~ e v ,  wt. 7s- 3090 ( 1 ~ 5 ) .  
doubly magic '=Sn have 110w become accessible for de- 
tailed study by prompt 7-ray measurements using multi- 
d e m o r  arrays. yrSt excimions to above 5.5 M ~ V  ex- 
citation enera in the t w e  and threeproton nuclei lMTe 
and lSI have been established and interpreted with the 
help of precise shell model calculations using empirical 
nucleon-nucleon interactions. These results open possi- 
bilities for exploring simple excitation modes in the 132Sn 
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